Direct inguinal hernias and anterior surgical approach are risk factors for female inguinal hernia recurrences.
The purpose of this study was to establish the risk of recurrence after direct and indirect inguinal hernia operation in a large-scale female population and to establish the relationship between the type of hernia at the primary and recurrent procedure. Using data from the Danish Hernia Database (DHDB), a cohort was generated: all females operated on electively for a primary inguinal hernia by either Lichtenstein’s technique or laparoscopy from 1998 to 2012. Within this prospectively collected cohort, the hernia type at the primary procedure (direct inguinal hernia (DIH), indirect inguinal hernia (IIH), combination hernia), the hernia type at the recurrent procedure (DIH, IIH, combination hernia, femoral hernia), anesthesia type, and time from primary procedure to reoperation were registered. A total of 5,893 females with primary elective inguinal hernia operation on in the study period (61 % IIH, 37 % DIH, 2 % combined hernias) were included with a median follow-up time of 72 months (range 0 to 169). A total of 305 operations for suspected recurrences were registered (61 % inguinal recurrences, 38 % femoral recurrences, 1 % no hernias), which corresponded to an overall reoperation rate of 5.2 %. All femoral recurrences occurred after a previous open anterior operation. The crude reoperation rate after primary DIH operation was 11.0 %, 3.0 % after primary IIH operation and 0.007 % after combined hernia operation (p < 0.001). The multivariate adjusted analysis found that DIH at primary operation was a substantial risk factor for recurrence with a hazard ratio of 3.1 (CI 95 % 2.4–3.9) compared with IIH at primary operation (p < 0.001), and that laparoscopic operation gave a lower risk of recurrence with a hazard ratio of 0.57 (CI 95 % 0.43–0.75) compared with Lichtenstein’s technique (p < 0.001). The risk of femoral recurrence was correlated to operation for DIH with a hazard ratio of 2.4 (CI 95 % 1.7–3.5) compared with operation for IIH. In a female nationwide prospectively gathered cohort, we found that operation for a DIH resulted in a higher risk of reoperation than operation for an IIH. We found that femoral hernia recurrences exclusively existed after anterior open primary operation.